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Fossil Fracas: Not-So-Nice Age

The world is getting colder, and so are you. It wasn’t 
this cold last year... you think. Even worse, bipedal 
apes are starting to show up everywhere. The 
Pliocene is ending, and the environment is starting to 
feel emptier. It’s like everyone is dying out! Predators 
still cling to the hunt, and Prey are dwindling. If you 
want to survive the coming Not-So-Nice Age, you’ll 
need all the help you can get. Find your allies, defeat 
your Predators or devour your Prey, and fight your way 
through one of the coldest periods in Earth’s 
history! Just don’t get caught alone...

Not-So-Nice Age takes place from the Pliocene to the 
Pleistocene. Each of the characters are based on 
animals that lived before, during and after this period 
of time, where each would have seen the rise or fall 
of the Ice Ages. Though not all would have met, they 
do here! 

Not-So-Nice Age comes with the components to play 
four unique gamemodes. The rules for Classic (4-11 
players) are explained on the next few pages, followed 
by the additions of Apex and Disaster cards. 
Showdown (2-4* players) is explained on page 12. 

*4 players with variant rules or 2 copies.
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Classic

Profiles

Profiles are the main card type in Fossil Fracas. In 
Classic Mode, each player begins the game with a 
Profile face down. These Profiles may be revealed at 
any time unless otherwise stated, but are considered 
hidden otherwise. Any player with a hidden profile is 
an opponent until they reveal. Revealing interrupts 
everything, taking priority. 

Each Profile has an ability. Most abilites work as soon 
as you reveal, but all abilities only last for as long as 
you are alive. Be careful when reading your Profile! 

All players start with 13 lifespan. After you hit 0 you 
are Extinct, and cannot reveal or use your ability.

Profiles

You may have noticed there are a few teams in Not-
So-Nice Age. Predators, Prey and The Apex are the 
current teams in Fossil Fracas, each with their own 
way of winning.

Predator and Prey both want to find and eliminate 
each other, and win with their own team. These two 
teams can only win if all members of the opposing 
team are Extinct. The Apex wins alone. Any other 
Apex involved would also win alone. 

Any other teams will state their win conditions. 
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Classic Classic

Ochre

Ochre are secretive investigation cards that must be 
drawn, given and discarded face down. The Ochre is 
the first card played in a turn, and is optional. You 
cannot give an Ochre to a revealed player.

Ochre works by having the player it is handed to 
follow the instructions on the card. If it affects them, 
they must state “This affects me”. The action they 
take after this will tell the player of the current turn 
what team they belong to.

Ochre does NOT have to be drawn. Ochre must 
always remain hidden.

Ochre Phase
Ochre cards are played in the Ochre Phase, where an 
Ochre may be drawn and given face down to another 
player. 

The current player should always read their Ochre to 
make sure they know what each effect does.

Once an Ochre is given, it is read by the receiving 
player, and then followed. If an Ochre affects a player, 
they must state it affects them.

The Ochre is then returned face down to the sender, 
and discarded face down in the Ochre discard pile. 
The sender may look over the Ochre once more 
before discarding it.

Ochre uses the word may for its effect. If a card 
states “may” then the effect is optional. If a card 
uses “must” then the effect cannot be ignored unless 
another card would allow it.



Actions

Actions are cards held in the hands of the players at 
all times. Each player begins the game with a hand of 
3 Actions, but does not have to keep this number at 
all times.

One Action may be played per turn, unless a card 
states “at any time”. 

When a card states to discard a hand or cards, this is 
referring to the Action cards in a player’s hand.

Action Phase
The Action Phase follows the Ochre Phase. Here, you 
may play one Action or discard any number of Action 
Cards.

Most Actions will have you choose a player. In 
situations where all players must make a choice, this 
choice will begin with the current player, and rotate 
clockwise.

All cards played in the Action Phase are placed in a 
pile before any take effect. Cards can refer to cards 
played under or on top of them, and must then be 
worked through with all cards in mind.

If a player would have no cards in hand, they may not 
draw until the end of their turn.

Draw Phase
In the Draw Phase, players end their turn by drawing 
until they have at least 3 cards in hand. Players may 
only draw if they have less than 3 cards, and only at 
the end of their turn.

The turn would then pass clockwise.
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Turn Order

Ochre Phase
Draw an Ochre. Give it.  Follow it. Discard Face Down.

|
|

Action Phase
Play 1 Action or Discard any number of Actions.

|
|

Draw Phase
Draw until you have 3 cards. Pass the Turn.

|
|

Disaster Phase (End of Round)
Tick the Disaster up 1 if applicable.

The Apex and Disaster Modes

The Apex is a Profile that may be played with an odd 
number of players. The Apex must always win alone, 
unless otherwise stated. If multiple Apex are in a 
game, the last one standing wins. The game cannot 
end until the Apex wins or is Extinct.

The Disaster may be added to the game to help 
speed things along. After all players have taken their 
first turn, the first round ends. At the end of the 
first round, the blue ice cube is placed on the black 
and white “1” marker. The effect of that correpsond-
ing round then occurs below. After each round, the 
counter is moved up, until the card flips and resets. 
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Setup
Begin setup by organizing all cards by their type. 
Action, Ochre, Profile and Disaster cards all need their 
own pile.

Hand each player a lifespan card and a clear ice cube 
counter. Each player must denote their lifespan at 13. 
Players may not  have more than 13 lifespan.

Determine the number of players. If even, choose an 
equal number of Predators and Prey to play with from  
among the Profiles. If odd, do the same, but add the 
Apex. If playing with later sets, an equal number of 
Predators and Prey are required, but other cards of 
other teams may be included to diversify the game.

Shuffle all chosen Profiles together and distrubute 
them face down. 

Shuffle the Action and Ochre decks and place them 
on the table. Each player should then draw 3 Action 
cards to start the game. 

Determine the first player, and continue turns 
clockwise until any one team is remaining.

Rulings
Revealing a Profile and abilities always take priority.

Players may not skip the Action Phase.

Lose and Reduce do not refer to the same effect. An 
ability that reduces does not work with “lose” and vice 
versa. 

Chosen targets must be announced.

Players who reach 0 lifespan are Extinct, and cannot 
play cards, but may reveal before they are Extinct. If 
the player chooses not to reveal, they do not have to 
reveal after going Extinct.

If any one deck would run out, the discard pile related 
to it must be shuffled back into a nw deck.

The game ends once any one win condition is met, or 
once all opponents are Extinct.

A draw may be reached if all remaining players go 
Extinct at once. If a neutral party would remain, they 
are the victor by default.

Classic
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Showdown

Showdown Setup
Number of Players: 1-2 (3-4 with alternate rules)

Showdown is a totally different type of game from 
the previous variations. In showdown, each player 
takes turns choosing 3 Unique Profiles and 30 
Actions from the game one by one (Apex and 
Disasters excluded), creating two decks of their own. 

Players start at 13 lifespan, and with their 3 Profiles 
face down on the table. Players shuffle their Action 
decks and draw 3 Action cards into their hands.

Players may either play 1 Action or discard any 
number of Actions on their turn, and may reveal 
profiles at any time if able. At the end of the turn, 
players may draw until they have 3 Action cards 
in hand.

Players must decide who takes the first turn, and 
then may continue to take turns until 1 player 
remains. The last player or team remaining is 
victorious.

Apex and Disaster cards may not be included in 
decks for Showdown mode. (See Classic Rulings for 
further errata).

Setup Continued
With multiple copies of the game, or pre-built decks, 
Showdown may be played without drafting cards. 
Players instead may build their own decks with 3 
Unique Profiles and 30 Action Cards.

Action decks may only have 3 copies of any single 
card maximum. Reprinting does not create a new 
card. Each Action also has a specific Letter/Number 
in its bottom right corner for this reason.

For games of up to 4 players with one copy of Not-So-
Nice Age, have each player draft 2 Profiles and 15 
Actions instead.  The more copies or expansions 
involved, the less restrictions may be imposed. 
However, players may only have a minimum of 30 
Actions when possible, and 3 Profiles in a similar 
manner.

Competitive play uses 30 card decks (3 copies max) 
with 3 Profiles (All Unique).

Additionally, Profiles that would “win” with a specific 
team such as “Predators” or “Prey” do not cause one 
player to win if all Profiles are “Predators” or “Prey”.

Showdown
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Profile - Jumbo cards. Placed face down and must 
be revealed. Profiles have character names, time 
period, Team, type and an Ability. Some may have 
history as well.

Ochre - Poker cards featuring cave drawings. Must 
be played secretly, face down, then discarded face 
down. Cannot be held in hand.

Action - Poker cards held in hand. May be played once 
per turn unless stated otherwise.

Apex - Profile without a team. Must win alone.

Disaster - Jumbo card with a 5 effect timer. Flips and 
repeats once completed.

Lifespan - A measure of health or life total. All 
players start with 13 lifespan. A player is out of the 
game, or Extinct at 0. Players may not have more 
than 13 lifespan at any time.

Team - Teams try to Extinct all other Teams to win 
the game. Each Team is listed in the top right.

Ability - The text next to the Ability icon. Most 
Abilities take effect after revealing, some do not.

Keywords

In This Box
•  Fossil Fracas: Not-So Nice Age Rulebook (Edition 1)
•  11 Lifespan Cards (Edition 1)
•  11 White Ice Cube Counters (8 mm)
•  1 Blue Ice Cube Counters (8mm)
•  11 Profile Cards (Edition 1)
•  1 Disaster Card (Edition 1)
•  60 Action Cards (Edition 1)
•  10 Ochre Cards (Edition 1)

•  1 Prey (Archie) (Edition 1)
•  1 Prey (Elma) (Edition 1)
•  1 Prey (Kata) (Edition 1)
•  1 Prey (Monty) (Edition 1)
•  1 Prey (Steller) (Edition 1)
•  1 Predator (Al) (Edition 1)
•  1 Predator (Cari) (Edition 1)
•  1 Predator (Carl) (Edition 1)
•  1 Predator (Tini) (Edition 1)
•  1 Predator (Vara) (Edition 1)
•  1 Apex (Hugh) (Edition 1)
•  1 Disaster (The Berg) (Edition 1)

Contents
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Fossil Fracas has been in the works for a while.
By the time this game has reached you, a few months 
had been sunk into the concept of the game. Then, 
almost half a year of illustration, testing, prototyping 
and campaigning. After a rough start on Kickstarter, 
This first edition, Not-So-Nice Age sprung to life in 
the last few days of its campaign, just barely making 
it and a bit more.

Without someone like you, whether you pledged 
to the campaign or decided the game looked good 
enough to find a home on your shelf, Fossil Fracas: 
Not-So-Nice Age wouldn’t even exist as it does now.

So personally, from me to you, 

Thank you.

Over the next few months, Fossil Fracas will grow, and 
with the completion of my BFA Thesis, I hope it can 
expand even further. Until then, stick around! There’s 
always something new (or old) to discover!

-Lucas Petrin, Fossil Fracas Creator Fall 2019

Thank You

•  Action 1: Pack Hunting x6
•  Action 2: Herd Bonding x5
•  Action 3: Intimidate x5
•  Action 4: Increasing Chill x5
•  Action 5: Attack  x7
•  Action 6: Feed  x4
•  Action 7: Competition x2
•  Action 8: Earth’s Axis x2
•  Action 9: Steal Kill  x2
•  Action 10: Long Pelt x1
•  Action 11: Omnivory x4
•  Action 12: Reckless Hunt x2
•  Action 13: Long Teeth x4
•  Action 14: Adapt  x2
•  Action 15: Outcompete x3
•  Action 16: Too Specialized x1
•  Action 17: Instinct  x2
•  Action 18: Thick Hide x2
•  Action 19: Inbreeding x1
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Designed by Lucas Petrin 

Fossil Fracas, Not-So-Nice Age, the Petrin 
Illustration Logo, the Fossil Fracas Logo, and the 
Not-So-Nice Age Logo are trademarks of Lucas Petrin. All 
fonts used under open or paid license. Stone Hinge font 
obtained and used from Typadelic Fonts.

This booklet contains rules for the game Fossil Fracas: Not-So-Nice Age. 
Contents of this box and booklet are not for redistribution or further 
financial gain, physical or digital. Lucas Petrin reserves all rights to 
characters, artwork and design elelments used in Fossil Fracas.

Legal action may result from illicit use of the above.

Visit https://fossilfracas.com/ for more info!
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